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Chapter -1 
EVTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Language is man's most important means of communication and speech its 
primary medium. Spoken interaction both between human interlocutors and 
between hvmians and machines is inescapably embedded in the laws and 
conditions of communication, which comprise the encoding and decoding of 
meaning as well as the mere transmission of messages over an acoustical channel. 
The effectiveness and efficiency of speech for human communication is due 
to the fact that speech, language and human intelligence have truly evolved 
together - to extent that man developed not merely his peripheral articulatory and 
auditory organs but more importantly, even his motor, sensory and higher level 
cortical structure as well as operation to specifically facilitate speech and language 
competence. 
To express one's ideas, a person converts them into a stream of suitable 
words arranged well according to grammatical rules of the language. After this 
human brain motor nerve commands to move various articulatory muscles to 
produce desired words. When a person speaks his sound reaches his own ear as a 
feedback, which help him in controlling his articulatory organs to produce the 
desired words at appropriate mtensity. Thus, it is a type of close loop system. This 
is the reason why most of the people who are deaf have difficulty in speaking or 
are dumb. 
Speech as a mode and means of communication is far ahead of even the 
advanced high technology media communication developed to date. The need of 
speech as means of communication can best be appreciated by those who cannot 
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speak at all and by those who have problem in the communication with others. 
To extend the man's capabilities and to increase the productivity of human 
beings, utilization of speech for communication between man and machine has 
been a significant requisite and the main motivation factor for developing speech 
interactive systems. The basic mechanism of speech communication with machine 
is to functionally duplicate the behavior of human communication link, i.e., the 
mechanism of speaking and that of understanding. 
In order to communicate with machine, the mechanisms of speech 
production and that of speech perception - comprehension are done by means of 
three main activities. 
1. Speech recognition: Understanding of spoken words. 
2. Speech synthesis: Text to speech conversion. 
3. Speaker identification / verification: Other advantages. 
The aim of above activities is to develop a machine, which can recognize 
the speaker, understanding his message and give a suitable reply in voice mode by 
means of synthesized speech. 
The problem of speech recognition may be visualized as that of 
determining, from the information contained in the speech signal, the movements 
of the articulators, and from thence, the spoken message. This message can be seen 
to be composed of more or less discrete entities at various levels: sentences, 
phrases, words, syllables and so on. Speech recognition is usually carried out in 
two stages: (1) segmentation or the process of dividing the running speech signal 
into discrete segments; and (2) classification of speech segments or recognizing it 
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as one of the finite number of elements of the vocabulary, i.e., words. 
Segmentation and classification would both have to be performed on the 
basis of the acoustic properties of the speech signal. To do these operations 
quantitatively, it becomes necessary to select a small number of convenient 
parameters and to extract their values from speech signal at various points of time. 
These parameters have to be collectively adequate for characterizing the 
dynamically changing configuration of the vocal tract as a function of time. 
Spoken utterances can be adequately expressed using a phonetic alphabet 
consisting of a small number of elements, called 'phonemes' . Each phoneme is 
defined, in articulatory terms, by the positions or movements of the various 
articulators that are necessary to produce it. As a consequence, one faces two main 
problems in recognizing continuous speech by machine: (1) It is, in general, not 
possible to have a clear - cut one - to - one correspondence between elements of 
the phonetic string and well defmed segments of the speech signal. (2) The 
acoustic manifestations of a given phonemic segment manifest enormous 
variability in different phonemic contexts. Different renditions of the same 
utterance can also be very different from each other. This variability becomes even 
more pronounced for different speaking rates and across speakers. 
The acoustic signal may, therefore, be visualized as being composed of a 
number of segments each corresponding to one or more phoneme. The segments 
are neither stationary nor invariant. 
There is a trade-off between complexities in segmentation and 
classification, depending on the type of entity chosen as the basic element for the 
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recognition. Choosing long segments as units of recognition would have the 
advantage that such context effects become relevant only near the segment 
boundaries and therefore, can essentially be neglected. Further, segmentation 
becomes trivial if one chooses sentence length elements, but the classes become 
infinitely many. To reduce this number it is essential to choose short segments. 
Isolated word recognition systems have achieved some commercial success. 
Speaker dependent, small vocabulary, isolated word recognition systems operate 
reasonably well for well delimited task environments. In these systems, the whole 
word is treated as the recognition unit; words are uttered either in isolation or in 
connected speech but with pauses between the words. There is thus no 
segmentation problem. Also acoustic variability resulting from coarticulation 
effects would be minimal. 
Moreover, synthesized voice as out put of computers is an advance step of 
man - machine communication. On the basis of the relations and characteristics of 
speech, mode of speech production can be simulated on a computer. Such systems 
have been initially implemented at Bell Laboratory and are being developed in 
some laboratories. 
For the development of above type of systems speech recognition and 
speech synthesis are the two main steps, which also make man - machine 
communication easy. In order to achieve success in speech recognition and 
synthesis, it is necessary to understand the nature of human speech production and 
analysis of speech wave. 
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In human commiinication, the speech system is speciaUzed for the rapid 
transfer of information. Significant events in the acoustic signal can occur in an 
overlapped or parallel fashion due to the coproduction of speech gestures. A 
result of this is that aspects of the signal corresponding to different linguistic 
units, such as consonants and vowels, often carmot be isolated in the acoustic 
stream. In order to consider the details of acoustics and production, it is 
necessary first to briefly describe the system that we are studying. 
Speech Production 
The production of speech involves three physiological processes: 
respiration (providing the flow of air, i.e. the basic source of power), phonation 
(transforming this flow of air from the lungs into audible, i.e. voiced or unvoiced, 
sounds), and articulation (modulating this raw material into the individual speech 
sounds that constitute human language). Figure 1.1 shows a schematized view of 
the human sound production system. 
The gross components of the system are the limgs, trachea (windpipe), 
larynx (organ of speech production), pharyngeal cavity (throat), oral or vocal 
cavity (mouth), and nasal cavity (nose). In technical discussions, the 
pharyngeal and oral cavities are usually grouped into one unit referred to as the 
vocal tract, and the nasal cavity is often called the nasal tract. Accordingly, the 
vocal tract begins at the output of the larynx (vocal cords, or glottis) and 
terminates at the input to the lips. The nasal tract begins at the velum and ends 
at the nostrils. When the velum is lowered, the nasal tract is acoustically 
coupled to the vocal tract to produce the nasal sounds of speech. Air enters the 
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Figure 1.2 Block diagram of human speech production. 
lungs via the normal breathing mechanism. As air is expelled from the lungs 
through the trachea, the tensed vocal cords within the larynx are caused to 
vibrate by the airflow. The air flow is chopped into quasi-periodic pulses which 
are then modulated in frequency in passing through the throat, the oral cavity, 
and possibly nasal cavity. Depending on the positions of the various 
articulators (i.e., jaw, tongue, velum, lips, and mouth), different sounds are 
produced. 
A simplified representation of the complete physiological mechanism 
for creating speech is shown in Figure 1.2. The lungs and the associated 
muscles act as the source of air for exciting the vocal mechanism. The muscle 
force pushes air out of the lungs (shown schematically as a piston pushing up 
within a cylinder) and through the trachea. When the vocal cords are tensed, 
the airflow causes them to vibrate, producing so-called voiced speech sounds. 
When the vocal cords are relaxed, in order to produce a sound, the air flow 
either must pass through a constriction in the vocal tract and thereby become 
turbulent, producing so-called unvoiced sounds, or it can build up pressure 
behind a point of the total closure within the vocal tract, and when the closure 
is opened, the pressure is suddenly and abruptly release, causing a brief 
transient sound. 
Classification of Speech Sounds 
Speech sounds can be analyzed, described and classified from different 
points of view in relation to the chain of events that take place while the 
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speaker communicates the message to the Ustener. Articulatory, acoustic and 
perceptual aspects of speech are normally considered for such an analysis. 
While human can produce an infinite number of sounds (with in the 
constraints of the vocal tract), each language has a small set of abstract 
linguistic units called phonemes which represents the sounds of speech. 
Phonemes are the minimal contrastive units in the phonology of language. Each 
language typically has about 40 phonemes, which provide an alphabet of 
sounds. 
Classification of speech sounds is done according to their manner and 
place of production. Phoneticians have founds this method convenient to 
indicate the characteristics of sounds, e.g., coarticulation of vowel sounds is 
generally described by the portion of tongue hump along the vocal tract and the 
degree of constriction. Throughout the text all the alphabets (vowel, consonants 
etc.) are represented by their equivalent International Phonetic Alphabets 
(IPA). 
There are two major classes of phonemes known as vowels and 
consonants. 
Vowels 
The standard form of Hindi uses 12 vowels. Out of which 10 vowels are 
used frequently. From the acoustic point of view, vowels are voiced and have 
largest amplitude among phonemes. These are generally produced exclusively 
by vocal tract excitation of the tract. If the nasal tract is effectively coupled to 
the vocal tract during the production of a vowel, the vowel becomes nasalized. 
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The ten most frequent vowels of Hindi speech are classified according to 
tongue-hump-position and degree of construction scheme and are arranged as 
shown in Table 1.1. 
Table - 1.1 Classification of Hindi vowels according to tongue-hump-position 
and degree of construction. 
Degree of construction 
High 
Medium 
Low 
Tongue-hump-position 
Front 
III 
III 
Itl 
Izl 
1 A / 
Back 
/ u / 
/ U / 
/ o / 
/o/ 
/ a / 
Consonants 
The standard form of Hindi uses 31 consonants consisting of 16 stops, 4 
affricatives, 4 nasals, 3 fricatives, one lateral and trilled sound each and 2 
continuants (Bhatia, 1964). Out of 4 nasal sounds, 2 nasals have rare 
occurrence in normal standard language. Thus only 29 consonants are used 
frequently in the standard language. 
From the acoustic point of view the consonants constitute those sounds 
which are not exclusively voiced and mouth radiated from a relatively stable 
vocal configuration. The consonants are classified in terms of manner and place 
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of articulation. The manner of articulation concerns how the vocal tract restricts 
airflow. Place of articulation refers to the location or the point of constriction 
made along the vocal tract by the articulators. Nine articulatory features are 
attributed to the consonants as proposed by Ahmed et al. al., ( 1969 ) in the 
manner given below: 
[1] Friction: Three soimds / s, J, h / are considered as fricatives and the others 
as non - fricatives. Fricatives employ a narrow constriction in the oral tract or 
at glottis. If the pressure behind the constriction is high enough and the passage 
sufficiently narrow, airflow become fast enough to generate turbulence at the 
end of the constriction. 
Radiation of fricatives normally occurs from the mouth. If the vocal 
cord source operates in conjunction with the noise source, the fricative is the 
voiced fricative and if only the noise source is used, the fricative is unvoiced. 
[2] Affriction: Four sounds / tj", tf, d^, d^^ I are considered as affricates and 
the others are non - affricates. Affricates are produced as a result of the 
combination of the stop and the fricative. 
[3] Nasality: Three sounds / m, n, n / are given nasality feature while the 
remainmg soimds are considered as non - nasal. Nasal consonants are produced 
with a closure in the supralaryngeal oral cavity. However, in contrast to stop 
consonants, the velum is open. Soimd is propagated through the nose during the 
oral occlusion of a nasal consonant, and it is propagated through both the nose 
and mouth as the oral occlusion is released. There are several acoustic 
consequences of opening the nasal cavity in the production of a nasal 
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consonant. A nasal murmur occurs prior to the release of the closure. In 
addition, the murmur has additional resonances with lower amplitude. 
[4] Liquids: The soimds / 1, r / are called liquids. These sounds, generally 
referred to as lateral and trill respectively, have spectral very similar to vowels, 
but they are usually a few dB weaker. 
[5] Continuants: The sounds / w / and / j / are treated as continuants since they 
are represent a peculiar way of speaking i.e., the mouth is adjusted to say vowel 
/ U / and III respectively and ends in any other vowel. All others are treated as 
non - continuants. 
[6] Flapped Liquids: This is the name given to the three sounds / n , r , r*^  / 
that never occur in the initial position. The remaining sounds are considered as 
non - flapped liquid sounds. 
[7] Voicing: Nineteen consonants / b , d , d , g, b'', d'', d*^ , g'', dj , dj'^, m , n , 
1 , r , r , r'^, n , w , j / are treated as voiced sounds. If the vocal cords vibrate 
during the production of a sounds, the sound is voiced otherwise it is 
unvoiced. 
The acoustic property corresponding to the feature voiced is the presence of 
low frequency spectral energy or periodicity due to the vibration of the vocal 
cords. Unvoiced sounds do not have such periodicity. 
[8] Aspiration: Aspiration is defined as glottal friction produced with (for 
voiced sounds) or with out (for unvoiced sounds) glottal pulsing. While the 
glottis is narrowly or widely open and the supraglottal vocal tract is 
unobstructed (Dixit, 1979). 
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Twelve consonants / p \ t \ t \ k \ b ^ d \ d \ g \ h , t f , d^^, r' / are 
classified as aspirated. The sound / h / is affricative but it is shown as an 
aspirated character and hence it is included in this category. The remaining 
sounds are treated as unaspirated sounds. 
Acoustically speaking, the noise occurs mostly at the frequencies near 
second and third formants before and after the vowels. 
[9] Stops: Sixteen sounds / p , t , t , k ; b , d , d , g ; p'', t*', t \ k**; b \ dV dV 
g'' / are treated as stop sounds. The stop sounds are produced by a complex 
movements in the vocal tract. With the nasal cavity closed, a rapid closure and 
or opening is effected at some points in the oral cavity. Behind the point of 
closure a pressure is built which is suddenly released when the closure is 
released. 
Place of Articulation 
Place of articulation is most often associated with consonants, rather 
than vowels because consonants use a relatively narrow constriction. Each 
consonant is designated by the action of lower and upper articulators during 
constriction. The five places of articulation categories are defined as follows: 
[1] Front Sounds: In this category only those sounds have been grouped 
which are bilabial (i.e., both the lips constrict) .Thus six sounds / p , p'', b , b*" 
, m , w / are front sounds. 
[2] Middle Front: Dental (i.e., the tongue tip or tongue blade touches the edge 
or back of the upper incisor teeth) and alveolar (i.e., the tongue tip or tongue 
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blade approaches or touches the alveolar ridge) sounds are placed in this 
category. Thus seven sounds / 1 , t**, d, d'', n, s , 1 / are middle front sounds. 
[3] Middle Sounds: Retroflex sounds (the tongue tip is curled up and back ) 
are placed in this category, namely / 1 , t , d, d , r , f, r ,nl. 
[4] Middle Back: In this category only those sounds are included that are 
spoken with the help of the soft palate and that were palatal and palatal 
alveolar. Six sounds / tj", xf^, dj, d-^, J" , j / are considered to belong this 
category. 
[5] Back Sounds: The sounds that are velar ( the back of the tongue 
approaches the soft palate or velum) and glottal (complete obstruction of 
airflow at the glottis) are considered as back sounds. Five sounds are placed in 
this category i.e., / k, k*", g, g'', h /. 
Among the consonants, stops which have many important acoustic 
features (e.g. , VOT , silence , burst , transition etc. ) associated with them 
when occur adjacent to a vowel. Because of the interesting features of stops 
several studies (Cooper et. al., 1952 ; Halle et. al., 1957 ; Lisker & Abramson , 
1964 ; Fant, 1967; Dormann , 1979 , Lodefoged , 1996 ; Manish et. al. ,1999 ; 
Kent & Read ,2002 ; Alexander et. al., 2003 and scores of others ) have been 
carried out on their acoustic characteristics. Moreover, Hindi is one of those 
languages which has rich resource of various types of stops. 
Sound Spectrograms and Spectra 
The speech wave graphs (waveforms, oscillograms etc. ) provide one 
way of looking at speech. Speech wave graphs are direct representations of air 
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pressure fluctuations. Speech wave graphs already provide a lot of information 
about speech. Inspection of speech wave graphs can give clues about phonetic 
features of segments (consonants and vowels), about their relative loudness, 
and about their duration. However, other forms of speech signal are possible 
that provide additional information. 
The development of the sound spectrograph, in the early 1940s, has 
meant a tremendous boost for the science of phonetics. The sound 
spectrograms (also called sonograms) that are produced by this machine 
provide a wealth of information about the acoustic properties of sounds in 
general and speech sounds in particular. 
Spectrograms are particularly useful for studying the acoustic properties 
of individual vowels and consonants. They show, for example, the differences 
between vowel qualities such as [i], [a], and [u] much more clearly than speech 
wave graphs. 
Here we will discuss a number of acoustic features that are seen in 
spectrograms and that are particularly relevant to the study of speech sounds. 
Time, frequency, and intensity: The horizontal dimension in a spectrogram 
represents time, just as in speech wave graphs. The vertical dimension in a 
spectrogram represents frequency. In order to produce a spectrogram, a 
computer "looks" at a sound signal at successive moments of time, and 
determines what frequencies are present in the signal at each moment. In other 
words: it performs a series of spectral analyses, starting at the beginning of a 
sound signal and continuing until the end of the signal. If a component of a 
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certain frequency is found at a certain point in time, then a dot will be plotted 
in the spectrogram at the intersection of the frequency of the component and 
the point in time where it was found. 
The darkness of different areas in a spectrogram corresponds to the 
amplitude of the components that are represented at those areas. 
Broad-band and narrow-band spectrograms: The information presented in 
spectrograms is not always as precise as we would like. In all three dimensions: 
time, frequency, and intensity, values within a certain range are lumped 
together during analysis. In this subsection we will focus on time and 
frequency. 
The old spectrograph came with two standard analysis settings. One is 
called narrow-band analysis, where the word narrow refers to the dimension of 
frequency. A narrow-band spectrogram makes finer (narrower) distinctions in 
frequency but coarser distinctions in time. The other setting is called broad-
band analysis (or wide-band analysis). A broad-band spectrogram makes 
coarser (broader) distinctions in frequency and finer distinctions in time. 
Current computer programs may still offer these two standard options, while at 
the same time allowing a range of other analysis settings. (Narrow-band 
analysis corresponds to a frequency bandwidth of approximately 45 Hz and a 
window of about 100 ms. Broad-band analysis corresponds to a bandwidth of 
some 300 Hz and a window of about 5 ms.) 
Spectra: A spectrum is a two-dimensional representation, with frequency 
displayed along the horizontal axis, and intensity along the vertical axis. A 
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spectrum shows for a section of a sound wave what frequency components are 
present and what the relative intensities (strengths) of these components are. 
While a spectrogram gives a dynamic picture of a stretch of sound (it shows 
how acoustic parameters change over time), a spectrum gives a static picture: it 
has no time dimension. Spectra are helpful when more precise measurements 
need to be taken at a certain point in an utterance. 
Formants: A body of air contained in a cavity has a preferred frequency 
(called the resonance frequency). In speaking, sound generated at the glottis (or 
at some constriction above the glottis) travels through a number of cavities in 
the vocal tract. The shape and size of these cavities are variable, depending on 
the position and shape of the lips, the degree of opening of the mouth, the 
position and height of the tongue, and so on. When sound travels through these 
cavities, frequency components that are close to the preferred frequency of a 
cavity are amplified (they become stronger than the surrounding frequency 
components). Resonances that are associated with cavities in the vocal tract are 
called formants. 
Formants as seen in spectrograms: Formants can be seen in narrow-band 
spectrograms as groups of adjacent harmonics that are darker than neighboring 
harmonics. In broad-band spectrograms, the frequency resolution is normally 
not fine enough to show separate harmonics. The advantage of this is that, in a 
broad-band spectrogram, a formant is shown as a single dark horizontal band. 
Most of the time formants are easy to spot in broad-band spectrograms, 
particularly those in the lower frequency ranges. Formants are clearly seen in 
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the vertically striated areas that belong to the vowels. Like harmonics, formants 
are numbered from bottom to top. The formant with the lowest center 
frequency is called the first formant, the one with the next highest frequency is 
the second formant, and so on. The term "first formant" is often abbreviated as 
Fl. Likewise, the other formants are abbreviated as F2, F3, and so forth. (One 
should also note that the fimdamental frequency of a speech wave is often 
abbreviated as FO.The most important acoustic features of regular, voiced 
vowels are the frequencies, amplitude and bandwidth of their formants, in 
particular of their first three formants. 
Measuring formant frequencies: Formant measurements of a vowel should 
be taken somewhere in the middle of the vowel, where its sound is maximally 
stationary and minimally colored by a preceding or following sound. A steady-
state portion of a vowel is seen in a spectrogram as a section with level, rather 
than rising or falling formants. However, in many cases, especially if the 
duration of the vowel is short, there is no such steady state. In such cases, one 
needs to resort to other criteria for determining a good place to measure 
formants. 
One such criterion is to look for a point where the first or second 
formant (or both) reaches an extreme value. For instance, if a formant rises 
during the earlier part of a vowel and falls during the later part of the vowel, 
then the point where the formant reaches its maximum fi-equency is where one 
should measure. Likewise, if a formant first falls and then rises again, one 
should measure at the point where a minimum frequency is reached. These 
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extreme points occur at the moment when the articulators have reached (or 
have most closely approached) their target positions for the vowel in question. 
If there are no such extreme points (formants are only rising or only falling), 
then another criterion is to look for a portion of the vowel with maximum 
overall amplitude and take the measurements there. Maximum amplitude will 
often correspond to a maximally open mouth. Maximum mouth opening in turn 
is associated with the time of hitting (or approximating) the target 
configuration for a vowel. If none of these criteria work, then one should 
measure formant frequencies at the temporal midpoint of the vowel. 
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Chapter - 2 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Several investigators have examined the roles played by acoustic cues in 
the identification of consonants of various categories occupying different 
positions in a syllable (e.g. VC , CV , VCV , CVC, etc.). 
The stop sounds , / p / , / t / , / t / , / k : / , / b / , / d / , / d / , / g / a r e 
produced by a complex movements in the vocal tract. With the nasal cavity 
closed , a rapid closure and or opening is effected at some points in the oral 
cavity. Behind the point of closure a pressure is built which is suddenly 
released when the closure is released. 
The stop consonants in initial position of syllables preceding a vowel 
are cued by various acoustic attributes such as frequency of bursts, onset of the 
periodic laryngeal vibration or glottal pulsing and the articulatory events 
associated with the release of the consonant burst and onset frequency of 
formant transition etc. 
Cooper et. al., ( 1952 ) conducted an experiment to evaluate the role of 
synthetic burst at specific frequencies placed before synthetic vowels to 
distinguish among / p , t , k / . Their results shows that the frequency position 
of burst plus steady-state vowel could serve as a cue, through not necessarily as 
a completely sufficient one, for the identification of / p, t, k /. 
Harris, (1953), conducted a tape splicing experiment to test the 
perceptual invariance of burst, on the line adopted later by Cole and Scott. The 
results indicate that noise energy of initial stops / p , t , k , b , d , g / i s sufficient 
to identify them. 
[18] 
Halle , Hughes , and Radely (1957) analysed the spectral properties of 
stop bursts containing in a number of isolated monosyllabic words. They found 
that the three classes of stops associated with different points of articulation. 
The bilabial stops have a primary concentration of energy in the low 
frequencies ( 500 - 1500 Hz ) , the postdental stops have either a flat spectrum 
or one in which the higher frequencies ( above 4000 Hz ) predominate , aside 
from an energy concentration in the region of 500 Hz and in case of the palatal 
and velar stops , concentration of energy is in intermediate frequency regions ( 
1500 - 4000 Hz ). They also found that listeners were able to identify stop 
bursts isolated from their context as 
/ p / , / t / , / k / . 
In a series of studies by (Lisker & Abramson, 1964,1967 ) have argued 
that the interval of time measured from the release of an initial stop to the onset 
of periodicity, denoted as voice onset time ( VOT ) is the critical acoustic cue 
underlying voicing distinctions. In order to do so, we have to consider the 
timing of the moment of voice onset (that is: the timing of the start of vocal 
cord vibration). They proposed to take the start of the release of the plosive as a 
reference time. When the value of this reference time is zero, then a moment 
following the release will have a positive time, and a moment preceding the 
release will have a negative time. Thus, Voice onset time (VOT) is the moment 
at which the vocal cords start to vibrate, measured in reference to the time of 
release of the plosive. They also reported that VOT fails to distinguish between 
voiced unaspirated and aspirated stops. 
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Winitz et. al. , (1972) gated out burst of / p ,t, k / from conversational 
speech before or after the vowels / i , a , u / and presented them to Hsteners for 
identification. They found that the consonant could be well identified by burst 
alone. Further , the identification was enhanced when burst was with 100 msec, 
of the adjacent vowel. It is also observed that burst of initial stop is a better 
perceptual cue than that of final ones. 
Cole and Scott (1974), in an experiment with natural CV sounds found 
that the energy spectrum which accompanies the noise portion burst (release 
plus aspiration ) of a stop consonant in initial position of syllable contains 
invariant perceptual information . But Dorman et. al. , (1976) , found that the 
burst and transition act in a complementary manner in identifying the initial 
voiced stops / b , d, g /. 
Ohde and Sharf (1977) performed experiments with natural stops to 
evaluate the relative importance of burst and the vowel transition in initial 
position of CV syllables. They found that burst carries the heaviest load for the 
identification of unvoiced stops, they also observed that the vowel transition 
plus steady state vowel is significant to identify unvoiced stops. They further 
observed that the burst of the initial stop carries sufficient information for the 
identification of vowels. 
Winitz et. al., ( 1975 ) found that the duration of VOT , was 
symmetrically altered for English stops. For unvoiced stops VOT was reduced 
to half the distance between the voiced and unvoiced cognate , VOT was made 
equivalent to the voiced cognate , and the vocalic portion preceded the release 
[20] 
and aspiration segments by 20 msec. It may be concluded that aspiration is the 
primary perceptual cue in the detection of voicing , and that VOX operates as a 
relatively unimportant secondary cue. 
Abramson (1977) suggested that VOX is merely one of a large set of 
interrelated acoustic consequences of variation in the relative timing of glottal 
and oral gestures. It is often necessary to be able to identify the onset of voicing 
on the basis of an acoustic analysis alone. 
It has been reported that VOXs , for / p , t , k / are much shorter in 
postvocalic and preunstressed conditions (Klatt , 1975 ; Lisker & Abramson 
,1964 ). Xhe basis being that unstressed syllables can be produced with less 
articulatory effort . Xhis can be extended to the unvoiced unaspirated stops 
wherein the glottal aperture is some what greater than aspirated conditions. Xhe 
VOX following release of stop increases as the stop place of articulation moves 
further back in the oral cavity (Lisker & Abramson ,1964). Xhe basis for this 
that VOX varies inversely with the rate at which oral release gesture is made ( 
Summerfield and Haggard , 1977). Xhe duration of the moment of the 
articulation that forms the closure is greatest for the tongue body , less for the 
tongue tip and least for the lips (Stevens and Klatt, 1974 ). 
Banneau et. al. , (1996) reported an experiment on the identification of 
stops from CVC and CV syllables. Xhe experiment shows that the cues 
provided by burst onsets under any degree of invariance , are not quite 
sufficient . First, stop identification can be slightly improved by a 
[21] 
foreknowledge of the following vowel. Secondly , the presence of short 
segment of the following vowel is necessary for perfect stop identification. 
Manish, Jaseph, Andrew, and Michael ( 1999 ) study the VOT and burst 
frequency of four velar stop consonants in Gujarati. They found that, voiced 
stops had significantly higher burst frequencies than unvoiced stops. There was 
no significant difference between mean burst frequencies of the aspirated and 
unaspirated stops. 
Also the difference in mean VOT as a function of voicing and aspiration 
were examined. A significant voicing by aspiration effect was found for VOT. 
The two voiced stops, while not significantly different from each other , had 
significantly shorter VOTs than unvoiced stops. The aspirated / k*^  / had a 
significantly longer VOT than the unaspirated / k /. 
Klatt (1975) made his measurements of voicing onset at the onset of 
visible energy in higher formants on the grounds that voicing onset might not 
always be visible in the first formant region. 
Currently, it is appears that the most commonly used method for 
measuring the onset of voicing are based on the onset of periodicity in the 
acoustic waveform , possibly supplemented by spectrographic analysis or direct 
measurements of airflow (Koening, 2001). 
Alexander, et.al, 2003 compared five commonly used methods for 
determining the onset of voicing of syllable -initial consonants. Measurements 
of voicing onset were made based on the onset of periodicity in the acoustic 
waveform, and on spectrographic measures of the onset of a voicing bar (fo), 
[22] 
the onset of first formant (Fl), second formant (F2), and third formant (F3). 
Results suggested that the presence of aspiration in a syllable decreased the 
accuracy and increased the variability of spectrogram based measurements, but 
did not strongly affect measurements made from the acoustic waveform. 
Overall, the acoustic waveform provided the most accurate estimate of voicing 
onset. 
Thus we see that several studies have been carried out so far to find out 
the cues for the identification of the stop consonants of various categories 
occupying different positions in a syllable (VC , CV , VCV , CVC, etc. ). But 
most of these studies are for English and other languages. So we decided to 
undertake the acoustic study of Hindi stop consonants in the CVC syllables. 
Material and method: 
Five speakers, three males and two females, volimteered as speakers for 
the experiment. All five speakers were from among postgraduate students, 
research scholars, and technical staff of the Department of Physics, Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh. The speakers ranged in age group of 20 to 25 
years. None of them had a history of speech, language, or hearing pathology. 
All speakers had Hindi as their native language and were bilinguals in the sense 
that they had part of their education through English as medium of their 
instruction. 
Eight initial unaspirated consonants, both unvoiced and voiced, / p, t, t, 
k; b, d, d., g / and 4 final unaspirated unvoiced consonants / p, t, t, k / abutted 3 
vowel sounds /a, i, u / to obtain 8 x 3 x 4 = 96 CVC syllables. These syllables 
[23] 
were either sensible or non-sensible. From among these syllables three 
randomized lists containing 32 words each were prepared. The purpose of 
randomizing the words in the list was to avoid context effects which would be 
associated with an unvarying order. 
Each item was read by the speakers in carrier phrase " / dek o JAh CVC 
he / " in a partially sound treated room and was recorded using SFS software 
(Mark Huckvale, 2000 ) on Pentium PC with a microphone at a sampling rate 
of 16 kHz. At the time of recording care was taken to keep the distance 
between microphone and speaker close to 30 cm. The speakers were asked to 
utter the lists twice. First test list was treated as practice list and we had 
included their second list. Thus a total of 96 x 5 = 480 utterances were used for 
our acoustic studies. 
Using SFS stimuli were exported to be saved in a WAV file at the same 
sampling rate and were also separately stored on computer disk. 
Acoustic Measurements 
To measure the duration and frequency of acoustic features (burst, gap, 
voice onset time, initial formant transition of vowel, steady state of vowel , 
final formant transition of vowel,) of stop consonants in CVC syllables , 
waveform and broad-band spectrogram of SFS and Cool Edit ( David Johnston, 
1996 ) software packages have been used. A representative waveform and 
spectrogram of the word ( / Jtat /) has been shown in the Figure2.1. The arrow 
on the time axis in the figure indicate the onset and / or offset of the acoustic 
features. The procedure for acoustic measurements is detailed below: 
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Voice Onset Time (VOX): The term Voice Onset Time refers to the timing of 
the beginning of vocal cord vibration in CV sequences relative to the timing of 
the consonant release. 
In traditional phonetics the focus of attention was on the sound or the 
airflow which filled the voice onset time. This was usually referred to as 
aspiration. VOT may be negative, zero or positive. Zero indicates that vocal 
cord vibration has begun simultaneously with the release of the plosive 
consonant; negative indicates vibration beginning earlier than the release; 
positive indicates vibration beginning after the release. Sometimes we will 
notice that the vocal cord vibration begins simultaneously with the release, in 
which case the VOT is zero. On most occasions the vocal cord vibration begins 
after the release, in which case you have a positive measurement. When the 
vibration begins before the release you have a negative measurement. 
Alexander, et.al.2003 compared five commonly used methods for 
determining the onset of voicing of syllable - initial consonants. Measurements 
of voicing onset were made based on the onset of periodicity in the acoustic 
waveform, and on spectrographic measures of the onset of a voicing bar (fo), 
the onset of first formant (Fl), second formant (F2), and third formant (F3). 
Results suggested that the presence of aspiration in a syllable decreased the 
accuracy and increased the variability of spectrogram based measurements, but 
did not strongly affect measurements made from the acoustic waveform. 
Overall, the acoustic waveform provided the most accurate estimate of voicing 
onset. 
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Burst: A burst is a wave that is produced by a transient sound source: a 
momentary event that cannot be extended in time. In speech, burst-Hke waves 
are usually seen as parts of plosives, clicks, ejectives, and implosives. that the 
durations of the bursts are short. 
A speech burst has the form of impulse and is produced by the release of 
the closure in the vocal tract. While measuring the duration of the burst, onset 
of the burst is marked by fixing the points where pattern shows an abrupt 
change of amplitude / intensity in the overall spectrum after occlusion. The 
offset of the burst is noted when energy ceases either at a frequency near 
second formant or higher. Burst frequency was measured from the spectra of 
each consonant. Spectra were obtained, using software Cool Edit, Cool Edit 
performs a Fast-Fourier-Transform to determine the frequencies present, and it 
interpolates and displays the most prominent frequency. Figure - 2.2 shows the 
frequency and amplitude of a given point on the plot by moving the mouse over 
the graph area. The burst frequency was defined as the peak with the highest 
amplitude as suggested by Stevens, 1980. 
Gap: A gap is an interval during which the vocal mechanism does not produce 
sound, which is preceded and / or followed by an interval during which the 
vocal mechanism does produce a sound, and during which a driving pressure is 
applied to a closure of vocal tract. Duration is marked spectrographically 
generally by almost the total absence of energy in the frequency range of the 
second formant or beyond. The voiced stops had a glottal pulsing below a 
frequency of 200 Hz not necessarily throughout the occlusion period. For final 
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stops, the time duration between offset of second or higher formant transition 
and onset of burst / or aspiration noise has been treated as gap duration. 
Formant Transition : When the stop is adjacent to a vowel, the movement in 
the oral cavity to and / or from the closure results in rapid changes in the 
formant frequencies. These rapid changes in the vowel formants adjacent to a 
silence are known as transition and they are important cues for the 
identification of the different classes of stops ( Halle , Hughes & Radley 
,1957). 
Duration and formant frequency measurements were made from the 
broadband spectrogram (using SFS software). Duration measurements for CVC 
syllables were made for the burst of initial consonant, CV vowel transition, a 
combined measurement of the vowel nucleus i.e. steady-state of vowel, the 
final VC vowel transition, the stop gap closure of the final consonant, and burst 
of final consonant. Formant frequency measurement for F2 and F3 were made 
at the starting point of CV formant transition ,i.e., IFT, steady state vowel mid 
point formant frequency ,i.e., SSF , and at the end point of VC vowel transition, 
i.e., FFT and of bursts. 
[27] 
Chapter -3 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The acoustical study of 480 CVC tokens were carried out to measure 
various acoustic parameters such as 
1. Duration and frequency of initial burst 
2. Voice onset time (VOX) 
3. Duration and frequency of second formant for initial formant transition 
4. Duration and frequency of vowel's steady state portion 
5. Duration and frequency of final formant transition 
6. Gap duration, and 
7. Duration of final burst. 
Table - 3.1 shows all the above parameters for some typical stimuli out 
of our measurements for 480 stimuli. From above table, it is observed that all 
the parameters are not present in every case, i.e., one or more parameters may 
be missing . For example: in case of / but /, all the above parameters are present 
but in case of / bat /, there is no initial formant transition, in case of / put / 
both the initial and final formant transitions are absent, and in case of / bat / 
initial burst is absent. 
We have done measurement of the above parameters for all the words. 
In the following description, we have restricted ourselves to discuss only on the 
acoustic properties of initial stop consonants in CVC syllables. Important 
acoustic parameters for CV syllable (initial consonant - vowel) are duration of 
initial burst (BD), frequency of initial burst (BF), voice onset time 
[28] 
Table - 3.1: Some typical examples of acoustic parameters measured for initial consonants 
from of CVC syllables. 
Word 
VOT 
msec 
IB 
msec Hz 
IFT 
msec Hz 
SS 
msec Hz 
FFT 
msec Hz 
Gap 
msec 
FB 
msec 
/but/ -87.0 9.1 789 18.7 1450 99.4 1260 33.7 1494 75.9 9.1 
/tup/ 7.0 8.8 3428 25.9 1868 112.3 1070 14.8 1412 19.0 6.9 
/duk/ -131.0 8.5 5090 38.6 1830 106.3 1184 21.6 1298 58.0 8.5 
/put/ 7.0 6.7 644 0 0 107.4 956 54.4 1754 77.8 9.1 
/bat/ -120.0 5.5 748 0 0 134.8 1562 52.2 1868 89.0 10.4 
/git/ -136.0 9.5 3158 373 3135 76.1 3379 39.3 3014 86.6 9.9 
/pak/ 7 9.1 644 27.4 1412 116.31640 50.5 1372 76.7 10.4 
/put/ 36 5.7 1371 Q Q 134.31108 0 0 69.3 7.2 
/ba t / -109 0 7°6 20.8 1312 118.31633 24.0 1830 97.5 14.3 
VOT: voice onset time 
IB: initial burst 
IFT: initial formant transition 
SS: vowel steady state 
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(VOT) duration, duration of second formant transition (FTD), frequency of 
second formant transition (FTF), and frequency of vowel steady state (SSF). 
The average value of these parameters are shown in Table - 3.2 for unvoiced 
stops and Table 3.3 for voiced stops. 
The parameters were shown for all the initial stop consonants, (/ p /, /1 /, 
/1 /, / k /; / b /, / d /, / d /, / g /) embedded with three vowels, (/ a /, / i / , / u / ) 
and also for their average values. From Tables - 3.2 and 3.3, the Tables - 3.4 to 
3.7 were derived for different parameters separately. 
The average voice onset time (VOT) durations of initial stop consonant 
in CVC syllable are presented in Table- 3.4. The VOT durations for the 
unvoiced and voiced stop consonants have been grouped. The VOT value, for 
voiced stop consonants is negative and large while for unvoiced stop 
consonants it is positive and small. 
For unvoiced stop consonants, the average VOT 's for / p, t , t , k / are 
13.4msec., 13.1 msec, 8.5 msec, 31.7 msec, respectively. Thus the average 
VOT for different place of articulation is less than 15 msec, except for velars 
where it is about 30 msec. The VOT is affected by following vowel. The VOT 
is higher for vowel / u / for all place of articulations except for dental for which 
it is higher for vowel / i / and lower for vowel / a / for all place of articulations 
except for retroflex for which it is lower for vowel / i /. 
For voiced stop consonants, the average VOT 's for / b, d , d , g / are 
111.6 msec, 121.4 msec, 109.9 msec, 97.1 msec, respectively. Thus the 
[30] 
Table -3.2: Average values of various acoustic parameters measured for initial 
unvoiced stop consonant from CVC syllables. 
Conso-
nant 
/ p / 
HI 
1^1 
Ikl 
Vowel 
/ a / 
l\l 
l\xl 
Avg. 
1^1 
Ixl 
l\xl 
Avg. 
/ a / 
Ixl 
IMI 
Avg. 
/ a / 
III 
lul 
Avg. 
VOX 
(msec.) 
9.2 
11.6 
19.2 
13.4 
8.8 
16.2 
14.1 
13.1 
8.3 
8.1 
9.0 
8.5 
22.9 
35.9 
36.2 
31.7 
BF 
(Hz) 
910.6 
2106.2 
1513.1 
1509.9 
3647.0 
4016.5 
4028.5 
3897.3 
3322.1 
3807.3 
2125.9 
3085.1 
1647.9 
3946.4 
1671.1 
2421.8 
BD 
(msec.) 
5.7 
7.1 
6.9 
6.5 
8.0 
8.6 
10.2 
8.9 
7.7 
8.5 
8.0 
8.1 
11.0 
10.8 
12.3 
11.4 
FTD 
(msec.) 
32.9 
23.9 
19.7 
25.5 
43.3 
26.3 
33.1 
34.2 
40.2 
21.3 
32.4 
31.3 
44.5 
19.6 
26.8 
30.3 
FTP 
(Hz) 
1483.6 
2600.8 
1440.4 
1841.6 
1841.3 
2627.1 
1596.6 
2021.6 
2055.3 
2755.8 
1758.8 
2189.9 
1732.5 
2799.2 
1294.4 
2096.8 
SSF 
(Hz) 
1629.9 
2824.2 
1299.9 
1918.0 
1648.2 
2856.5 
1164.7 
1889.8 
1680.9 
2876.0 
1204.9 
1920.6 
1655.2 
2836.7 
1290.9 
1927.6 
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Table-3.3: Average values of various acoustic parameters measured for initial voiced 
stop consonant from CVC syllables. 
Conso-
nant 
/ b / 
/ d / 
/ d / 
/ g / 
Vowel 
/ a / 
l\l 
lul 
Avg. 
/ a / 
l\l 
lul 
Avg. 
/ a / 
l\l 
lul 
Avg. 
/ a / 
HI 
lul 
Avg. 
VOX 
(msec.) 
-108.4 
-131.0 
-105.2 
-111.6 
-112.4 
-129.8 
-121.9 
-121.4 
-100.2 
-114.2 
-115.3 
-109.9 
-91.4 
-103.3 
-96.4 
-97.1 
BF 
(Hz) 
1006.9 
2152.8 
1169.8 
1443.1 
4159.1 
4447.7 
4397.4 
4334.7 
3322.1 
3674.6 
2161.8 
3052.8 
2238.9 
4139.1 
1836.9 
2738.3 
BD 
(msec.) 
5.2 
6.9 
8.5 
6.9 
8.9 
8.3 
8.3 
8.5 
6.3 
7.0 
7.9 
7.1 
8.9 
8.5 
9.1 
8.8 
FTD 
(msec.) 
28.2 
22.0 
22.5 
24.2 
45.9 
24.6 
31.5 
34.0 
41.5 
28.8 
35.4 
35.2 
45.8 
27.3 
28.0 
25.3 
FTF 
(Hz) 
1495.8 
2569.5 
1374.1 
1813.1 
1948.1 
2617.4 
1727.9 
2097.8 
2149.9 
2551.6 
1733.1 
2144.8 
1819.5 
2803.1 
1294.4 
1973.0 
FSSF 
(Hz) 
1622.1 
2839.3 
1227.8 
1896.4 
1650.7 
2824.5 
1221.3 
1898.8 
1671.4 
2574.4 
1244.8 
1830.2 
1636.2 
2830.6 
1472.8 
1979.8 
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Table - 3.4: Voice onset time (VOT) durations of initial stop consonant from CVC 
syllable. 
POA Stop 
VOT (msec.) 
Average / a / / i / / u / 
Labial / p / 
/ b / 
13.4 
-111.6 
9.2 
-108.4 
11.6 
-121.2 
19.2 
105.2 
Dental HI 
Id/ 
13.1 
•121.4 
8.8 
-112.4 
16.2 
-129.8 
14.1 
-121.9 
Retroflex / t . / 
/ d . / 
8.5 
•109.9 
8.3 
-100.2 
8.1 
•114.2 
9.0 
115.3 
Velar / k / 
/ g / 
31.7 
-97.1 
22.9 35.9 
-91.4 -103.3 
36.2 
-96.4 
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average VOX for different place of articulation is greater than 110 msec, 
except for velars where it is about 100 msec. In the case of following vowel, 
the VOX is higher for vowel / i / for all place of articulations except for 
retroflex for which it is higher for vowel / u / and lower for vowel / a / for all 
place of articulations except for labial for which it is lower for vowel / u /. Xhus 
VOX is a very important cue for distinction between voiced and unvoiced stop 
consonants. 
Xhe Xable- 3.5 shows the average burst frequency of initial stop 
consonant in CVC syllable for the imvoiced and voiced stop consonants 
according to their place of articulation. No significant difference was found in 
burst frequency for voiced and unvoiced stop consonants but it is affected by 
the following vowel. 
Labial stops, (i.e., / p /, / b / ) , have a primary concentration of energy in 
the low frequency range (910 - 2152.8 Hz) with an average of 1476.6 Hz. 
average frequency range for dental stops is 3647.0 to 4447.7 Hz with an 
average of 4116.4 Hz. For retroflex stops it is found to be from 2125.9 to 
3807.3 Hz with an average of 3068.9 Hz, whereas for velar stops frequency 
range is from 1647.9 to 4139.9 Hz with an average value of 2580.0 Hz. Hence 
we conclude that the labial stops have lower burst frequency about 1500 Hz, 
and the dental stops have higher burst frequency about 4000 Hz, while the 
retroflex and velar stops have intermediate ranges of frequency about 3000 Hz 
and 2500 Hz respectively. Also from the table we see that the burst frequency 
is affected by the following vowel. It is higher for vowel / i / for all 
[34] 
Table- 3.5: Burst frequencies of initial stop consonant for various vowel context and 
average cases from CVC syllable. 
POA Stop 
Burst frequency (Hz) 
Average / a / / i / / u / 
Labial / p / 
/ b / 
mean 
1509.9 
1443.1 
1476.6 
910.6 
1006.9 
958.7 
2106.2 
2152.8 
2129.5 
1513. 
1169.8 
1341.4 
Dental IXl 
mean 
3897.3 
4334.7 
4116.4 
3647.0 
4159.1 
3908.0 
4016.5 
4447.7 
4232.1 
4028.5 
4397.4 
4212.9 
Retroflex / t . / 
/d . / 
mean 
3085.1 
3052.8 
3068.9 
3322.1 3807.3 2125.9 
3322.1 3674.6 2161.8 
3322.1 3740.9 2143.8 
Velar / k / 
/ g / 
mean 
2421.8 
2738.3 
2580.0 
1647.9 
2238.9 
1943.4 
3946.4 
4139.1 
4042.7 
1671.1 
1836.9 
1754.0 
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place of articulations and lower for, vowel / a / in case of labial and dental 
stops and vowel / u / in case of retroflex and velar stop consonants. 
A comparison of the burst frequency, of the present study is made with 
that of results of Halle , Hughes , and Radley (1957). Our values of burst 
frequency generally falls similar to the range given by them expect in the case 
of labial stops, for which they found lower frequency range ( 500 -1500 Hz). 
The Table- 3.6 shows the average values of slope of initial formant 
transition of second formant. The slope was calculated by using parameters 
FTD, FTF, and SSF for all stops in three different vowel contexts. In some 
cases slope values were found with "-ve sign" which indicate that the formant 
transition in dovraward direction, i.e., formant lowering, and slope values with 
out any sign indicate the formant transition in upward direction, i.e., formant 
raising. No significant difference was found in slope values for voiced and 
unvoiced stop consonants of same place of articulation but it is strongly 
affected by the following vowel. 
In case of vowel / i / slope values for all stops of different place of 
articulation were found with "-ve sign". This shows that the formant transition 
for all stops will be in downward direction when they followed by vowel / i /. 
Also from the table we see that the magnitude of the slope value is higher for 
vowel / u / for all place of articulations except for labial stops for which it is 
higher for vowel / i /. and lower for vowel / a / in case of labial and dental stops 
and for vowel / i / in case of retroflex and velar stop consonants. 
[36] 
Table- 3.6: Slope of second formant transition of initial stop consonant from CVC 
syllable. 
POA Stop 
Slope of II formant transition (KHz/Sec.) 
77/ ~i ~i 
Labial / p / -4.44 -9.34 7.13 
Ihl AAl -12.26 6.50 
Avg. -4.45 -10.80 6.81 
Dental 1X1 4.45 -8.72 13.04 
/ d / 6.47 -8.41 16.08 
Avg. 5.46 -8.56 14.56 
Retroflex It. I 9.31 -5.64 17.09 
Id. I 11.53 -0.79 13.79 
Avg. 10.42 -3.21 15.44 
Velar Ikl 1.73 -1.91 0.13 
/ g / 4.00 -1.00 -6.37 
Avg. 2.86 -1.45 -3.12 
Note: The slope values with "-ve" sign indicate the formant transition in 
downward direction while the slope values with out any sign indicate the formant 
transition in upward direction. 
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The Table- 3.7 shows the average rate of initial second formant 
transition. The percentage transition was calculated by using parameters FTF, 
and SSF for all stops in three different contexts In some cases the value of 
transition was found with "-ve sign" which indicate that the formant transition 
in downward direction, i.e., formant lowering, and its value with out any sign 
indicate the formant transition in upward direction, i.e., formant raising. No 
significant difference was found in percentage transition for voiced and 
unvoiced stop consonants but it is affected by the following vowel. 
In case of vowel / i / percentage transition for all stops of different place 
of articulation was found with "-ve sign". This shows that the formant 
transition for all stops will be in downward direction when they followed by 
vowel / i /. Also from the Table - 3,7 we see that the magnitude of the 
percentage transition is higher for vowel / u / for all place of articulations 
except for velar stops for which it is higher for vowel / i / and lower for vowel / 
i / except for velar stops for which it is lower for vowel / u /. The magnitude of 
the percentage transition has intermediate value all the consonants of different 
place of articulation are followed by vowel I a. I. 
[38] 
Table - 3.7: Percentage second formant frequency transition of initial stop consonant 
in CVC syllable. 
POA Stop 
Second formant transition ( % ) 
/ a / 777 TTT 
Labial / p / -8.97 -7.91 10.80 
Ihl -1.1% -9.50 11.91 
Avg. -8.73 -7.84 11.35 
Dental HI 11.71 -8.03 37.08 
/ d / 18.01 -7.33 41.48 
Avg. 14.86 -7.68 39.28 
Retroflex lx.l 12.21 -4.17 45.97 
Id. I 28.63 -0.88 39.22 
[39] 
Avg. 25.45 -2.52 42.59 
Velar / k / 4.67 -1.32 0.27 
/ g / 11.19 -0.97 -12.11 
Avg. 7.93 -11.14 -5.92 
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The speech recognition system can have wide applications: 
• These can be used in airUne industry as auto attendants for flight 
information, reservation information, and for baggage tracking. 
• These include enabling people to use their telephones as personalized 
web browsers. 
• We can develop voice authentication systems i.e., the voice print of 
someone's voice can be used in place of his signatures in " biometric 
identification". 
• These can be used to identify your bank account number or your credit 
card number. The can be used for inter- lingual communication as a 
universal translator. 
We had measured the acoustical properties of the Hindi unaspirated stop 
consonants in a consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) context. Acoustical properties 
may be used as features for the classification of these stop consonants. A total of 8 
stop consonant classes (i.e., / p, t, t., k; b, d, d, g / ) have been taken in initial 
position of CVC syllables. Acoustic parameters such as such as burst duration 
(BD) , burst frequency ( BF ), voice onset time ( VOT ) , F2 duration (F2D), F3 
duration (F3D), F2 frequency (F2F), and F3 frequency (F3F) can be used as 
[40] 
features for classification of the stop consonants. A discriminant analysis based 
classifier was implemented using linear function. 
A total of 480 syllables data, 96 tokens spoken by each of five speakers, 
was used for training and testing (3 speaker's data for training and 2 speaker's data 
for testing ) to the linear discriminant analysis ( LDA ) based classifier. The 
classification results obtained shows that these features can be effectively used for 
the recognition of stop consonants. The classifier routine uses the MATLAB's 
classify function. The program for the classification is given in the appendix. 
The confusion matrix showing the percentage correct recognition of test 
stops consonants of Hindi are shown in Table - 4.1. It may be observed from Table 
- 4.1 that the stop consonants / k / and / d / have maximum recognition score 
(i.e.,83.33 %). The recognition score for all stop consonants is greater than 62 % 
except for / b / and / d / for which it is 45.83% and 20.83% respectively. 
Also the recognition performance of various stop consonants is shown in 
Figure - 4.1 in the form of histogram. 
[41] 
Table - 4.1: Confusion matrix showing the percentage correct recognition of test stops consonants 
of Hindi 
\ Input 
outnut \ 
/p/ 
IXl 
IP 
Ikl 
Ihl 
lAI 
/g/ 
/p/ 
75 
4.17 
20.83 
16.67 
0 
0 
0 
0 
/t/ 
12.5 
62.5 
12.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
/t/ 
0 
29.17 
66.67 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
/k/ 
12.5 
4.17 
0 
83.33 
0 
0 
0 
0 
/b/ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
45.83 
0 
16.67 
16.67 
/d/ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4.17 
83.33 
45.83 
8.33 
/d/ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
16.67 
4.17 
20.83 
12.5 
/g/ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
33.33 
12.5 
16.67 
62.5 
[42] 
o 
o 
o 
/p/ /t/ /t./ /k/ /b/ /d/ /d./ /g/ 
stop consonant 
Figure - 4.1 :Recognition performance of stop consonants 
Future work 
In this study we have measured the various acoustic features of stop 
consonants from speech signal manually. From the engineering point of view, one 
must extract the acoustic features semi automatically from given speech signal. 
The recognition performance can be improved fiuther by using derived 
features ( i.e., slope of transition, rate of transition etc. ) and indirect features, 
extracted from various techniques, in place of direct acoustic features 
In present study we have used a linear classifier ( LDA ) but for an 
improved performance we may use other modem techniques with greater amount 
of training time and data. 
For a practical real life system, we need to take into account the noise in the 
acoustic environment and also the channel distortion. For this, we may have a 
preprocessing stage before the recognition which perform the denoising of the 
input signal. We thus obtain the robust features with the removal of the effect of 
white Gaussian noise. Other complex techniques for denoising may also be used. 
The performance of the recognizer can also be studied for a real channel in 
the presence of channel distortion as well as fading environments. This requires to 
model the distortion characteristics of the channel with very low error rates as the 
speech recognition applications cannot afford the errors. 
[43] 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX 
MATLAB Program for classification using Linear Discriminant 
Analysis (LDA) 
clear all 
clc 
func='linear'; 
[a]===wklread('D:\Documents and 
Settings\Omar\physics_dept\burst_duration&VOT&BF&tran&Freq.wkr); 
%a=a(2:end,:); 
classl=a(l:12,:); 
classl_bd=classl(:,l:5); 
classl_vot=classl(:,6:10); 
classl_bf=classl(:,ll:15); 
classl_2d=classl(:,16:20); 
class l_3d=classl(:,21:25); 
class l_2f=classl(:,26:30); 
classl_3f=classl(:,31 tend); 
class l_bd=reshape(class Ibd, 1,60); 
class l_bd_ti=class l_bd( 1:36); 
classl_bd_ts=classl_bd(37:60); 
class l_vot=reshape(class Ivot, 1,60); 
class l_vot_tr=class l_vot( 1:36); 
class l_vot_ts=classl_vot(37:60); 
class l_bf=reshape(class Ibf, 1,60); 
class l_bf_tr=class l_bf( 1:36); 
class l_bf_ts=class l_bf(37:60); 
class l_2d=reshape(class l_2d, 1,60); 
class l_2d_tr=class l_2d( 1:36); 
class l_2d_ts=classl_2d(37:60); 
class l_3d=reshape(class l_3d, 1,60); 
classl_3d_tr=classl_3d(l :36); 
classl_3d_ts=classl_3d(37:60); 
class l_2f=reshape(class l_2f, 1,60); 
classl_2f_tr=classl_2f(l :36); 
classl_2f_ts-classl_2f(37:60); 
class 1 3 f=reshape(class 1 3 f, 1,60); 
classl_3f_tr-classl_3f(l :36); 
classl_3f_ts=classl_3f(37:60); 
classl_tr=cat( 1 ,classl_bd_tr,classl_vot_tr,classl_bf_tr,classl_2d_tr,class 1 3d tr, 
classl_2f_tr,classl_3f_tr); 
(0 
class l_ts=cat( 1 ,class l_bd_ts,class l_vot_ts,class l_bf_ts,class l_2d_ts,class 1 _3d_ts 
,classl_2f_ts,classl_3f_ts); 
class2=a(13:24,:); 
class2_bd=class2(:, 1:5); 
class2_vot=class2(:,6:10); 
class2_bf=class2(:, 11:15); 
class2_2d=class2(:, 16:20); 
class2_3d=class2(:,21:25); 
class2_2f=class2(:,26:30); 
class2_3f=class2(:,31 :end); 
class2_bd=reshape(class2_bd, 1,60); 
class2_bd_tr=class2_bd(l :36); 
class2_bd_ts=class2_bd(37:60); 
class2_vot=reshape(class2_vot, 1,60); 
class2_vot_tr=class2_vot(l :36); 
class2_vot_ts=class2_vot(37:60); 
class2_bfN"eshape(class2_bf, 1,60); 
class2_bf_tr=class2_bf(l :36); 
class2_bf_ts=class2_bf(37:60); 
class2_2d=reshape(class2_2d, 1,60); 
class2_2d_tr=class2_2d(l :36); 
class2_2d_ts=class2_2d(37:60); 
class2_3d=reshape(class2_3d, 1,60); 
class2_3d_tr=class2_3d(l :36); 
class2_3d_ts=class2_3d(37:60); 
class2_2f=reshape(class2_2f, 1,60); 
class2_2f_tr=class2_2f(l :36); 
class2_2f_ts=class2_2f(37:60); 
class2_3 f=reshape(class2_3 f, 1,60); 
class2_3f_tr=class2_3f(l :36); 
class2_3f_ts-class2_3f(37:60); 
class2_tr=cat( 1 ,class2_bd_tr,class2_vot_tr,class2_bf_tr,class2_2d_tr,class2 3d tr, 
class2_2f_tr,class2_3f_tr); 
class2_ts=cat( 1 ,class2_bd_ts,class2_vot_ts,class2_bf_ts,class2_2d_ts,class2 3 dJs 
,class2_2f_ts,class2_3 fts); 
class3=a(25:36,:); 
class3_bd=class3(:, 1:5); 
class3_vot=class3(:,6:10); 
class3_bf=class3(:,ll:15); 
class3_2d=class3(:,16:20); 
class3_3d=class3(:,21:25); 
(ii) 
class3_2f=class3(:,26:30); 
class3_3f=class3(:,31 :end); 
class3_bd=reshape(class3_bd, 1,60); 
class3_bd_tr=class3_bd(l :36); 
class3_bd_ts=class3_bd(37:60); 
class3_vot=reshape(class3_vot, 1,60); 
class3_vot_tr=class3_vot(l :36); 
class3_vot_ts=class3_vot(37:60); 
class3_bf=reshape(class3_bf, 1,60); 
class3_bf_tr=class3_bf(l :36); 
class3_bf_ts=class3_bf(37:60); 
class3_2d=reshape(class3_2d, 1,60); 
class3_2d_tr=class3_2d(l :36); 
class3_2d_ts=class3_2d(3 7:60); 
class3_3d^reshape(class3_3d, 1,60); 
class3_3d_tr=class3_3d(l :36); 
class3_3d_ts=class3_3d(37:60); 
class3_2f=reshape(class3_2f, 1,60); 
class3_2f_tr=class3_2f(l :36); 
class3_2f_ts=class3_2f(37:60); 
class3_3 f=reshape(class3_3 f, 1,60); 
class3_3f_tr=class3_3f(l :36); 
class3_3 f_ts=class3_3 f(37:60); 
class3_tr=cat( 1 ,class3_bd_tr,class3_vot_tr,class3_bf_tr,class3_2d_tr,class3 3dtr, 
class3_2f_tr,class3_3 ftr); 
class3_ts=cat(l,class3_bd_ts,class3_vot_ts,class3_bf_ts,class3_2d_ts,class3 3d ts 
,class3_2f_ts,class3_3f_ts); 
class4=a(37:48,:); 
class4_bd=class4(:, 1:5); 
class4_vot=class4(:,6:10); 
class4_bf=class4(:, 11:15); 
class4_2d=class4(:,16:20); 
class4_3d=class4(:,21:25); 
class4_2f^class4(:,26:30); 
class4_3f=class4(:,31 :end); 
class4_bd=reshape(class4_bd, 1,60); 
class4_bd_tr=class4_bd(l :36); 
class4_bd_ts=class4_bd(37:60); 
class4_vot=reshape(class4_vot, 1,60); 
cIass4_vot_tr=class4_vot(l :36); 
class4_vot_ts=class4_vot(37:60); 
(iii) 
class4_bf=reshape(class4_bf, 1,60); 
class4_bf_tr-class4_bf( 1:36); 
class4_bf_ts=class4_bf(37:60); 
class4_2d=reshape(class4_2d, 1,60); 
class4_2d_tr=class4_2d(l :36); 
class4_2d_ts=class4_2d(3 7:60); 
class4_3d=reshape(class4_3d, 1,60); 
class4_3d_tr=class4_3d(l :36); 
class4_3d_ts=class4_3d(37:60); 
class4_2f^reshape(class4_2f, 1,60); 
class4_2f_tr=class4_2f(l :36); 
class4_2f_ts-class4_2f(37:60); 
class4_3 f=reshape(class4_3 f, 1,60); 
class4_3f_tr=class4_3f(l :36); 
class4_3f_ts=class4_3f(37:60); 
class4_tr=cat( 1 ,class4_bd_tr,class4_vot_tr,class4_bf_tr,class4_2d_tr,class4 3 d tr, 
class4_2f_tr,class4_3f_tr); 
class4_ts=cat( 1 ,class4_bd_ts,class4_vot_ts,class4_bf_ts,class4_2d_ts,class4_3d ts 
,class4_2f_ts,class4_3 f_ts); 
class5=a(49:60,:); 
class5_bd=class5(:,l :5); 
class5_vot=class5(:,6:10); 
class5_bf=class5(:, 11:15); 
class5_2d=class5(:,16:20); 
class5_3d=class5(:,21:25); 
class5_2f=class5(:,26:30); 
class5_3f=class5(:,31 :end); 
class5_bd=reshape(class5bd, 1,60); 
class5_bd_tr=class5_bd(l :36); 
class5_bd_ts=class5_bd(37:60); 
class5_vot=reshape(class5_vot, 1,60); 
class5_vot_tr=class5_vot(l :36); 
class5_vot_ts=class5_vot(3 7:60); 
class5_bf=reshape(class5_bf, 1,60); 
class5_bf_tr=class5_bf(l :36); 
class5_bf_ts=class5_bf(37:60); 
class5_2d=reshape(class5_2d, 1,60); 
class5_2d_tr=class5_2d(l :36); 
class5_2d_ts=class5_2d(37:60); 
class5_3d=reshape(class5_3d, 1,60); 
class5_3d_tr=class5_3d(l :36); 
(iv) 
class5_3d_ts=class5_3d(37:60); 
class5_2f=reshape(class5_2f, 1,60); 
class5_2f_tr=class5_2f(l :36); 
class5_2f_ts=class5_2f(37:60); 
class5_3f=reshape(class5_3f, 1,60); 
class5_3f_tr=class5_3f(l :36); 
class5_3f_ts=class5_3f(37:60); 
class5_tr=cat( 1 ,class5_bd_tr,class5_vot_tr,class5_bf_tr,class5_2d_tr,class5 3d tr, 
class5_2f_tr,class5_3f_tr); 
class5_ts=cat( 1 ,class5_bd_ts,class5_vot_ts,class5_bf_ts,class5_2d_ts,class5 3d_ts 
,class5_2f_ts,class5_3f_ts); 
class6=a(61:72,:); 
class6_bd=class6(:, 1:5); 
class6_vot=class6(:,6:10); 
class6_bf^class6(:,l 1:15); 
class6_2d=class6(:,16:20); 
class6_3d=class6(:,21:25); 
class6_2f=class6(:,26:30); 
class6_3f=class6(:,31 :end); 
class6_bd=reshape(class6_bd, 1,60); 
class6_bd_tr=class6_bd(l :36); 
class6_bd_ts=class6_bd(37:60); 
class6_vot=reshape(class6_vot, 1,60); 
class6_vot_tr=class6_vot(l :36); 
class6_vot_ts=class6_vot(37:60); 
class6_bf^reshape(class6_bf, 1,60); 
class6_bf_tr=class6_bf(l :36); 
class6_bf_ts=class6_bf(37:60); 
class6_2d=reshape(class6_2d, 1,60); 
class6_2d_tr=class6_2d(l :36); 
class6_2d_ts=class6_2d(37:60); 
class6_3d=reshape(class6_3d,l,60); 
class6_3d_tr=class6_3d(l :36); 
class6_3d_ts=class6_3d(37:60); 
class6_2f=reshape(class6_2f, 1,60); 
dass6_2f_tr=class6_2f(l :36); 
class6_2f_ts=class6_2f(37:60); 
class6_3f=reshape(class6_3f, 1,60); 
class6_3f_ti=class6_3f(l :36); 
class6_3f_ts=class6_3f(37:60); 
(V) 
class6_tr=cat( 1 ,class6_bd_tr,class6_vot_tr,class6_bf_tr,class6_2d tr,class6 3d tr, 
class6_2f_tr,class6_3f_tr); 
class6_ts=cat(l ,class6_bd_ts,class6_vot_ts,class6_bf_ts,class6_2d_ts,class6 3d ts 
,class6_2f_ts,class6_3f_ts); 
class7=a(73:84,:); 
class7_bd=class7(:, 1:5); 
class7_vot=class7(:,6:10); 
class7_bf=class7(:,l 1:15); 
class7_2d=class7(:,16:20); 
class7_3d=class7(:,21:25); 
class7_2f=class7(:,26:30); 
class7_3f=class7(:,31 :end); 
class7_bd=Teshape(class7_bd, 1,60); 
class7_bd_tr=class7_bd(l :36); 
class7_bd_ts-class7_bd(37:60); 
class7_vot=reshape(class7_vot, 1,60); 
class7_vot_tr=class7_vot(l :36); 
class7_vot_ts=class7_vot(3 7:60); 
class7_bf=reshape(class7_bf, 1,60); 
class7_bf_tr=class7_bf(l :36); 
class7_bf_ts=class7_bf(37:60); 
class7_2d=reshape(class7_2d, 1,60); 
class7_2d_tr=class7_2d(l :36); 
ciass7_2d_ts=class7_2d(37:60); 
class7_3d=reshape(class7_3d, 1,60); 
class7_3d_tr=class7_3d(l :36); 
class7_3d_ts=class7_3d(37:60); 
class7_2fN'eshape(class7_2f, 1,60); 
class7_2f_tr=class7_2f( 1:36); 
class7_2f_ts-class7_2f(37:60); 
class7_3f=reshape(class7_3f, 1,60); 
class7_3f_tr=class7_3f(l :36); 
class7_3f_ts=ciass7_3f(37:60); 
class7_tr=cat( 1 ,class7_bd_tr,class7_vot_tr,class7_bf_tr,class7_2d_tr,class7 3dtr , 
class7_2f_tr,class7_3f_tr); 
class7_ts=cat(l,class7_bd_ts,class7_vot_ts,class7_bf_ts,class7_2d_ts,class7_3d_ts 
,class7_2f_ts,class7_3 fts); 
class8=a(85:96,:); 
class8_bd=class8(:, 1:5); 
class8_vot=class8(:,6:10); 
class8_bf^class8(:,ll:15); 
(vi) 
class8_2d=class8(:, 16:20); 
class8_3d=class8(:,21:25); 
class8_2f=class8(:,26:30); 
class8_3f=class8(:,31 :end); 
class8_bd=reshape(class8_bd, 1,60); 
class8_bd_tr=class8_bd(l :36); 
class8_bd_ts=class8_bd(37:60); 
class8_vot=reshape(cIass8_vot, 1,60); 
class8_vot_ti^class8_vot(l :36); 
class8_vot_ts=class8_vot(37:60); 
class8_bf=reshape(class8_bf, 1,60); 
class8_bf_tr=class8_bf(l :36); 
class8_bf_ts=class8_bf(37:60); 
class8_2d=reshape(class8_2d, 1,60); 
class8_2d_tr=class8_2d(l :36); 
class8_2d_ts=class8_2d(37:60); 
class8_3d=reshape(class8_3d, 1,60); 
class8_3d_tr=class8_3d(l :36); 
class8_3d_ts=class8_3d(37:60); 
class8_2f=reshape(class8_2f, 1,60); 
class8_2f_tr=class8_2f(l :36); 
class8_2f_ts=class8_2f(37:60); 
class8_3f=reshape(class8_3f, 1,60); 
class8_3f_tr=class8_3f(l :36); 
class8_3f_ts=class8_3f(37:60); 
class8_tr=cat( 1 ,class8_bd_tr,class8_vot_tr,class8_bf_tr,class8_2d_tr,class8 3d tr, 
class8_2f_tr,class8_3 f_tr); 
class8_ts=cat( 1 ,class8_bd_ts,class8_vot_ts,class8_bf_ts,class8_2d_ts,class8 3d ts 
,class8_2f_ts,class8_3f_ts); 
% Discriminant Analysis based classifier 
grl=ones(l,36); % class /g/ 
gr2=2*ones(l,36); % class/k/ 
gr3=3*ones(l,36); % class/dh/ 
gr4=4*ones(l,36); % class/th/ 
gr5=5*ones(l,36);% class/d/ 
gr6=6*ones(l,36); % class/t/ 
gr7=7*ones(l,36); % class/b/ 
gr8=8*ones(l,36); % class/p/ 
gr-cat(2,grl,gr2,gr3,gr4,gr5,gr6,gr7,gr8); 
class_tr=cat(2,class I_tr,class2_tr,class3_tr,class4_tr,... 
class5_tr,class6_tr,class7_tr,class8_tr); 
(vii) 
class_ts=cat(2,classl_ts,class2_ts,class3ts,class4_ts, 
class5_ts,class6_ts,class7_ts,class8_ts); 
p==classify(class_ts',class_tr',gr',func); 
en:=zeros(l,8); 
fori=l:8 
for j=1:24 
ifp(j+24*(i-l))~=i 
err(i)=erT(i)+l; 
end 
end 
end 
err 
Per_err=sum(eiT)/l 92* 100 
out=Teshape(p,24,8); 
con_mat=zeros(8,8); 
for i= 1:24 
forj=l:8 
ifout(iJ)==l 
con_mat( 1 j)=con_mat( 1 ,j)+1; 
elseif out(i,j)=2 
con_mat(2 J)=con_mat(2 J)+1; 
elseif out(i J ) = 3 
con_mat(3 o)=con_mat(3 j)+1; 
elseif out(i J ) = 4 
con_mat(4 j)=con_mat(4J)+l; 
elseif out(i J ) = 5 
con_mat(5 j)=con_mat(5o)+l; 
elseif out(iJ)=6 
con_mat(6 j)=con_mat(6J)+l; 
elseif out(iJ)==7 
con_mat(7 j)=con_mat(7o)+1; 
elseif out(iJ)=8 
con_mat(8 J)=con_mat(8 j)+1; 
end 
end 
end 
con mat=con mat' 
(viii) 
